
GHANA TRIP REPORT 

Muungano wa Wanavijiji from Kenya (Kenya Slum Dwellers Federation-KSDF) 
     Benson Osumba -Korogocho 
     Japheth Kinyua- Toi Market 

Areas of work:        Accra and Tokoradi Ghana 

Trip Duration - It was planned to be one month, but due to activities it was extended to two months one week. ( 
August – September 2006) 

Purpose- to team up and participate together with GHPF & PD on the enumeration exercise in Accra (Old 
Fadama) and Takoradi (New Takoradi) 

ACCOMPLISHMENT 
The KSDF team assisted the GHPF & PD to conduct enumerations and settlements profile in the two settlements 
as well as computer training of communities. A database was constructed and used during the training. 

NEW TAKORADI 
Takoradi is located at the coast of Ghana, 4 hrs drive from Accra city. The enumeration exercise was scheduled 
to start in two settlements, New Takoradi and Cojoe Krum. Both settlements have been selected by the UN- 
HABITAT for upgrading. Duration of the enumeration was to take two weeks and one week on settlements 
profile, the federation enumeration team was very cooperative thus we managed to finish as scheduled. 7901 
households were enumerated; settlement profile collected and discussed by the federation enumeration 
members and opinion leaders. During this exercise no violence was encountered except one group (E) where 
absenteeism was high due to the economical activities such as fishing and fish mongering along the sea shore. 
The cojoe krum enumeration did not take place. 

COMPUTER TRAINING  
The federation resource center was established within the people’s dialogue compound. Five federation 
members benefited from the training. During this period I ( Benson Osumba) managed to cover three 
programmes ( Ms Word , Ms Access, Ms PowerPoint )   with four federation members and four programmes ( the 
above and Ms Excel ) with one federation member. The data collected where to be entered after the training, the 
Access database couldn’t work since the sub form was disappearing when trying to save, I had to make several 
attempts and seek advice from the Kenyan research and advocacy team from Pamoja trust but couldn’t work 
since it was a soft ware problem. PD Ghana engaged a data technician who decided we use the Epidata  soft 
ware to enter the data, during this process I also benefited by leaning the Epidata program,  the team of five 
started data entry, with one of the federation members who learned the Excel also started saving schemes 
record/ book keeping in the computer. The data at the resource center ready for keying where from New Takoradi 
and Ashama.  Since the questionnaires were containing many questions which are open ended we had to code 
or close most of the questions before keying. 

OLD FADAMA ENUMERATION 
The actual Enumeration did not take place due to other technicalities which are now being taken care of by PD 
through negotiations by the Government and other stakeholders. 

OLD FADAMA SETTLEMENT PROFILE 
We manage to finish the profile plus numbering of the structures, during this period over 14,600 household were 
enumerated (some of the households have more than one families living in 10x 10 ft. The enumeration team from 
old fadama and others drone from federation members from other settlements within Accra participated. During 
the execise incidences of violence where experienced one day, one enumerator was assaulted had to be taken 
to hospital. 

RELOCATION OF OLD FADAMA 
Challenges at Old Fadama were that the community of fadama did not understand the importance of 
enumerations and the relocation process and the federation appears to be the Government mouth piece over the 
relocation exercise. The community members are not ready to move to the new site where the government had 
decided to relocate them to. According to a government minister for tourism Hon J.B Obiche Bilante who is the 
chairman of the committee managing the project, where also the PD director seats in the committee. The 
community will be relocated to new site at the outskirts of Accra where the government promised to build a 
market and cargo offloading center, to provide job and business for the community.  He also said they would 
build houses for the community before relocation, issue that made the public meeting held at old fadama to 
become unmanageable since the community did not trust this idea.   



GHANA HOMELESS PEOPLE’S FEDERATION 
The federation has grown so fast spreading to other communities in Ghana and rural areas. The savings 
schemes are working hard and they also do loaning and micro credit within the federation members, several 
teams had been formed led by the regional and national coordinators. Most of the schemes meet weekly with 
women actively and strongly participating the leadership and battle for supremacy is emerging with the 
coordinator becoming more powerful than the ordinary members, hence dictators who want to participate in every 
activities of the federation. My advise was PD was to restructure the federation leadership from the saving 
schemes into teams within the schemes, with equal mandate from the saving schemes and answerable to the 
scheme. 

The federation coordinators (enumeration team) are too tokenistic thus they can’t manage funds available for the 
federation activities. The learning capability of the federation enumeration team is promising and I hope in future 
we will have a good and experienced enumeration team within the SDI network. 

ASHAMA HOUSING PROJECT 
The housing project in Ashama Tulaku area delayed because of the negotiation for the land which is owned by 
the chief, the current landlords refused to surrender the land for the project thus PD had to mobilize funds for 
buying of the land, of which the chief had agreed to sell a potion of the land to federation for the housing project 
to commence. 40 beneficiaries were selected within the federation members in Ashama. 

Recommendation  
GHPF members should also get a chance to visit Kenya to even see what is happening in Kenya during 
enumerations process. 

Similar exchange visit should again be facilitated especially during mapping to Ghana for Kenyan team and other 
SDI countries. 

Compiled by –Benson Erick Osumba 

  

 


